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Graduation 2018 

Every year we are amazed to see the 12th grade graduates and reminisce in how we grew up with these kids 
that are now adults. It is also amazing that we started in 2005 with 5 children and by 2011 we started 
graduating those children. By 2018 we have graduated 150 children from High School and with a degree. From 
2011 to 2018 Border Buddies has seen our Sponsored children each year win Valedictorian and Salutatorian. 
Also, our children each year win prizes for high academics. What really moves us is seeing like this year 
children graduating and giving their speech to the rest of the graduates. They thank God, BBM and their 
Sponsors for walking with them to the end. They also thank God for the scholarship because of the conditions 
they live and poverty they come from. What moves us as well is seeing in two families in particular all their 
children graduated and standing next to each other and their parents full of joy and pride that they made it. 
God knows that we are here for a reason and imagine what these young adults will become. We see it in some 
since they graduated back in 2011 and they are now Professionals and have families of their own.  

 
This is Luis and Carlos. They have grown up with us and still are in our youth group. In 2011 is when Deb and 
Randy Lawrence who picked up Luis and Paul and Audrey Wills who picked up Carlos. They must be proud of 
their sponsored children. They walk in the ways of the Lord and are now graduated professionals. 

We printed these two pictures and gave it to them as graduation gifts. Luis wants to become an Engineer in 
computers/medicine and Carlos wants to become a Chef. Let us lift them with all our graduates in prayer. 
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Our BBM 12th grade graduates from 21st of October High School. 

 
Our BBM 12th grade graduates from Private and other Public Schools. 
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Hugs say it all!!! Hard work, dedication, and pure faith is what all this means and more. Thank you, Jesus for 
allowing us to experience this and see fruit from this ministry!! 

 
Medals of Honor and High academic awards being presented to our BBM Sponsored Children. 
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Carlos Lucas Valedictorian giving thanks to God and Border Buddies for walking with him since 4th grade and 
when he was in need because his dad left him at an early age and his mother didn’t have a job nor any 
income. “Look at me now”, Carlos spoke as he was so thankful. Carlos won a scholarship with the Government 
to go to the University for free to become an Engineer.  

God is Good!! 

Glenda and I want to thank all of you for sponsoring children so they can go to school. We also want to thank 
all of you for sponsoring us as your Missionaries so we can walk alongside each child and reach their goal. We 
are truly blessed.  

Please pray about sponsoring a child or talking to your family, friends, or co-workers about sponsoring a child. 
Get the word out so we can see more children like Carlos Lucas, Luis, and Carlos become more than just a 
statistic but a name and new change for Honduras. 

 


